Dialogue management in single-initiative SDS
• Finite-state dialogue manager
• Tightly controls the dialogue: prompts user for specific information
• Separate recognition grammar for every state
• DB may help specify the grammars: e.g., 1. prompt for post code 2. get 100 items on n-best list from recogniser 3. use first line of addresses from these to build a FS grammar 4. prompt for 'first line' of address 5. disambiguate post code
• Confirmation strategy is important

Email response
• more difficult to make limitations apparent to user in email response than in spoken dialogue systems
• no immediate feedback
• no speech recognition problem
• human fallback without delay or obvious transfer
• high precision needed So:
• Broad coverage required
• Broad coverage possible, because no speech
• Deep grammars to get precision and meaning representation
• Relatively domain-independent grammars, otherwise too expensive 
Ordering electronic goods
Semantics
Your order was cancelled.
<mrs> <var vid='h1'/> <ep><pred>prop_m_rel</pred><var vid='h1'/> <fvpair><rargname>MARG</rargname><var vid='h3'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>PSV</rargname><var vid='x4'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>TPC</rargname><var vid='u5'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>def_explicit_q_rel</pred><var vid='h6'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='x4'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>RSTR</rargname><var vid='h8'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>BODY</rargname><var vid='h7'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>pro_poss_rel</pred><var vid='h9'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='i11'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>ARG1</rargname><var vid='x10'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>ARG2</rargname><var vid='x4'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>pronoun_q_rel</pred><var vid='h12'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='x10'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>RSTR</rargname><var vid='h13'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>BODY</rargname><var vid='h14'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>pron_rel</pred><var vid='h15'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='x10'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>_order_n_rel</pred><var vid='h9'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='x4'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>ARG1</rargname><var vid='i16'/></fvpair></ep> <ep><pred>_cancel_v_rel</pred><var vid='h17'/> <fvpair><rargname>ARG0</rargname><var vid='e2'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>ARG1</rargname><var vid='i18'/></fvpair> <fvpair><rargname>ARG2</rargname><var vid='x4'/></fvpair></ep> <hcons hreln='qeq'><hi><var vid='h3'/></hi> <lo><var vid='h17'/></lo></hcons> <hcons hreln='qeq'><hi><var vid='h8'/></hi> <lo><var vid='h9'/></lo></hcons> <hcons hreln='qeq'><hi><var vid='h13'/></hi> <lo><var vid='h15'/></lo></hcons> </mrs> Generation Generating from this semantics gives: your order was cancelled. your order was canceled.
• Bidirectional grammar, but want to recognise multiple dialects and generate consistently in an appropriate one
• Full generation not actually used in e-commerce application
• Needs further work on speed, selection of realisation (i.e., the generated string) and implementation in a runtime system
Porting to new domains
• new lexical entries
• new uses, senses
• adjusting preferences
• connecting semantic representation to underlying KB/DB
